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Activity level index

This index helps tutors to find activities that are aimed at the right level for the courses they are teaching. It is not ideal: some may be uncomfortable with the terms (in particular, the term ‘elementary’, which was felt to be preferable to ‘beginner’). Others may feel that it is impossible to categorise learners in this way or that the categories do not translate to a higher education context. However, this simple categorisation is necessary to help tutors to find the right activities for their particular student cohort. It is important to note, also, that these categories are only included in tutor’s notes and, therefore, will not be seen by, or discussed with, students.

DEFINITION OF CATEGORIES

- **Elementary level:** this level includes students who need help with their study skills and learner development so that they feel comfortable with, and progress on, their course. It can include, for example, students at further education level, students in their first year of an undergraduate degree, adult returners, access course students, some Non-English Speaking Background (NESB) students and some international students who may be unfamiliar with study requirements and teaching methods in the United Kingdom.

- **Intermediate level:** this level includes students who are progressing with their course but need further help with specific study skills and learner development. This can include students in their first or second year of an undergraduate course, for example.

- **Advanced level:** this level includes students who are progressing with their course but need help with specific skills and personal development so that they can complete their course and progress on successfully. This can include help with research and enquiry skills, or data analysis skills, for example. They tend to be students in the third year of an undergraduate course. However, it can also include postgraduate students in cases where they have had some time away from education before returning to their studies and they need a recap (or methods of teaching and learning have evolved since they have been away).

Some activities presented in this book are suitable for all three levels outlined above. In these cases the complexity of activity, exercise or discussion will reflect the level of study. The majority of activities, however, are presented at elementary level as this is when students tend to need most help with study skills and learner development.
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Activity type index
(in alphabetical order)

This index helps tutors to choose the type of activity that most suits their students, course, subject area and teaching and learning preferences. Some activities are listed in more than one category: this is because these activities can be run in more than one way. Alternatives are provided so that tutors can choose a different activity if the main activity type is inappropriate for a particular course, subject or student cohort.

BRAINSTORM FOLLOWED BY TUTOR-LED DISCUSSION
Activity 88: Knowing about the different methods of assessment

BRAINSTORM WITH TUTOR-LED DISCUSSION AND INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE
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Activity 50: Conducting online research 146
Activity 75: Getting the most out of online learning 213
Activity 92: Improving exam marks 260

BRAINWAVE
Activity 91: Taking an exam 258

COLLABORATIVE DIALOGUE
Activity 80: Choosing research topics and methods 228
Activity 99: Undertaking ethical research 282

DIGITAL RESOURCE AND SUPPORT NETWORK
Activity 93: Coping with stress 263

DIGITAL STORYTELLING
Activity 46: Learning through storytelling 131
Activity 56: Referencing, copyright and plagiarism 162
Activity 57: Developing thoughts and imagination 167

ESSAY (WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT)
Activity 70: Working within international teams 198

GAME
Activity 27: Editing and proofreading 83
Activity 47: Engaging with lecturers and tutors 134
Activity 82: Designing questionnaires 234

GAME DEVELOPMENT IN GROUPS
Activity 5: Improving concentration and memory 14
Activity 41: Improving listening skills 119

GROUP ASSIGNMENT, EVALUATION AND ACTION PLAN
Activity 66: Producing group assignments 188

GROUP EXERCISE DURING INDEPENDENT STUDY
Activity 69: Surviving virtual group work 195
Activity 72: Gaining confidence with IT for academic study 205
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Activity 2: Becoming a reflective learner 7
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Activity 11: Managing time 35
Activity 43: Making oral presentations 125
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Activity 60: Solving problems 173
Activity 61: Hypothesising and theorising 175
Activity 78: Copyright infringement and plagiarism of electronic material 220
Activity 84: Introducing data analysis techniques 239

GROUP EXERCISE FOLLOWED BY POSTER PRESENTATION
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Activity 28: Producing an effective argument 85
Activity 48: Getting the most from tutor feedback 137
Activity 60: Solving problems 173

GROUP EXERCISE FOLLOWED BY TUTOR-LED DISCUSSION
Activity 26: Structuring written work 80
Activity 35: Introducing statistics 101
Activity 51: Using primary and secondary sources 149
Activity 52: Evaluating sources 151
Activity 86: Working with supervisors and personal tutors 244
Activity 87: Understanding the reasons for assessment 249
Activity 88: Knowing about the different methods of assessment 252
Activity 90: Preparing for an exam 256
Activity 92: Improving exam marks 260

ONE-TO-ONE SUPPORT SESSION
Activity 3: Learning to learn 9
Activity 6: Recognising and overcoming imposter syndrome 17
Activity 17: Reading scientific material for unconfident adults 56
| Activity 19: Producing a personal reading strategy | 61 |
| Activity 24: Developing academic writing skills | 75 |
| Activity 34: Building confidence with maths | 99 |
| Activity 44: Producing and presenting a seminar paper | 127 |
| Activity 58: Reflecting, thinking and making connections | 169 |
| Activity 72: Gaining confidence with IT for academic study | 205 |
| Activity 76: Making the most of assistive technology | 216 |
| Activity 79: Producing a research proposal | 225 |
| Activity 80: Choosing research topics and methods | 228 |
| Activity 99: Undertaking ethical research | 282 |

**ONLINE DIRECTORY**

Activity 67: Introducing online study groups 190

**PEER SUPPORT GROUP**

Activity 18: Establishing academic reading groups 59
Activity 25: Establishing academic writing circles 78
Activity 64: Establishing study groups 183
Activity 89: Revising effectively 254

**PEER TEACHING**

Activity 30: Citing, referencing and producing a bibliography 89
Activity 37: Understanding graphs, charts and visual representations 107

**PERSONAL LEARNING JOURNAL AND DIARY**

Activity 2: Becoming a reflective learner 7
Activity 4: Developing metacognition 12

**SCENARIOS FOR GROUP DISCUSSION**

Activity 13: Overcoming organisation problems 41
Activity 20: Adopting and adapting reading styles and strategies 64
Activity 69: Surviving virtual group work 195
Activity 95: Recognising ethical issues and dilemmas when using the internet 271

**SELF-GUIDED EXERCISE IN PAIRS**

Activity 63: Analysing and critiquing 179

**SELF-GUIDED INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE**

Activity 2: Becoming a reflective learner 7
Activity 10: Preparing a study plan 32
Activity 13: Overcoming organisation problems 41
Activity 15: Becoming an independent learner 47
Activity 16: Reading academic texts effectively 53
Activity 19: Producing a personal reading strategy 61
Activity 20: Adopting and adapting reading styles and strategies 64
Activity 33: Engaging in reflective writing 95
Activity 35: Introducing statistics 101
Activity 40: Becoming an active listener 117
Activity 58: Reflecting, thinking and making connections 169
Activity 59: Learning how to question 171
Activity 77: Using data visualisation tools and software 218
Activity 87: Understanding the reasons for assessment 249
Activity 90: Preparing for an exam 256
Activity 100: Knowing about data protection 285

**SELF-GUIDED INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE FOLLOWED BY ROLE PLAY**
Activity 9: Making the right learning choices 29
Activity 53: Finding truth and fact in mass information 154
Activity 100: Knowing about data protection 285

**SELF-GUIDED INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE FOLLOWED BY STUDENT PRESENTATION**
Activity 11: Managing time 35
Activity 38: Introducing data mining 109
Activity 55: Organising, managing and storing information 160
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Activity 39: Finding and using datasets 112
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Activity 62: Reasoning inductively and deductively 177
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Activity 65: Getting the most out of group work 185

**SELF-GUIDED INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE WITH ASSIGNMENT AND ASSESSMENT**
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**SELF-GUIDED INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE WITH STUDENT-CENTRED DIGITAL RESOURCE**
Activity 38: Introducing data mining 109
Activity 39: Finding and using datasets 112
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Introduction

This book is a collection of 100 pre-prepared, easy-to-use activities for lecturers, tutors and support staff (referred to as ‘tutors’ from now on) who facilitate learner development or teach study skills. It is a sourcebook of games, scenarios, role plays, self-guided individual exercises and group exercises that encourage interactive, experiential and reflective learning to help motivate and engage students. These activities can be used by both early-career tutors and more experienced tutors to complement existing course materials and teaching strategies, help with the design of new courses and add to existing learner development and study skills programmes.

Many of the activities presented in the book are relevant to, or can be connected with, course content, enabling students to learn through subject teaching. They are inclusive and are intended for the whole student cohort. Others are standalone activities that can be used where students feel that they need additional help with specific study skills or learner development. In these cases, tutors are advised to spend a little time ensuring that those students who could benefit most are invited to attend. Some activities run throughout the length of a course or module and follow course content, whereas others take only 50 minutes to one hour of contact time to help with specific skills and development. Individual, pairs, group and whole-class activities are offered: some are student-centred or student-developed, whereas others are tutor-led or tutor-developed.

There are a wide variety of activities presented in the book, including collaborative dialogue, reflective journals, brainstorming, storytelling, group presentations, digital resource development, scenario development, one-to-one support sessions, workshops, vlogs and blogs and podcast production. Some activities present a problem for students to work through, reflect and act upon; others place students in the position of educator, asking them to teach about the topic; some encourage collaboration, sharing of ideas and learning from experiences. Tutor and/or peer feedback, support and encouragement are central to most activities.

The activities are aimed at three levels of study, providing continuous learning opportunities throughout an undergraduate course and for some postgraduate courses. This enables students to develop their learning progressively and helps to encourage the development and understanding of transferable and lifelong skills, which will be of benefit to their studies and to their personal and professional lives when their course has finished. The levels of activity are elementary, intermediate and advanced, and these are discussed in detail in the ‘activity level’ index (this categorisation may be controversial for some: a justification for its use is given in the index). Tutors can use the index to choose the activities that are most suited to the level at which their students are studying. Some activities are suitable for all three levels and when this occurs the level of study will be reflected in the complexity of discussion or exercise and in the topics covered.

An ‘activity type’ index is also included so that tutors can choose the type of activity that most suits their students, course and subject area. An ‘alternative type’ is provided, where possible, if tutors are interested in a particular topic but do not think that the activity type would be suitable for their students. It is also possible for tutors to mix and match type of activity with topic (in cases where an activity is of interest, but the specific topic is not relevant, for example).

The activities have been divided into 13 sections for ease of navigation. Tutors can skim and scan the contents to find relevant activities quickly, or choose to use the activity or type index. It is intended that the book should be used as a flexible ‘pick and mix’ resource: tutors can skip within and between the sections to draw together the activities that are useful and relevant to their particular student cohort (with pointers given to related activities). The flexible nature of this sourcebook enables tutors to use the most relevant and useful activities in the order that they deem most appropriate.

Each activity is divided into tutor’s notes and student handouts and includes the following categories:

- purpose;
- type;
- alternative type(s);
- level;
- duration;
- equipment/materials;
- learning outcome;
- description;
- key issues;
- preparatory reading;
- further reading.

These categories enable tutors to choose the most relevant activities for their student cohort and level of study, follow them with related activities and access further information (books, journals and online resources) quickly and efficiently.
Part 1 Tutor Notes
Section 1  Study preparation
Activity

Bringing learning to life

**TUTOR NOTES**

**Purpose:** This activity brings learning to life for students by asking them to think about, and reflect on, the benefits, improvements and personal development that can be gained from learning. It provides structured guidance by asking them to read a couple of paragraphs that describe what can be said about learning, and then answer a series of related questions about their personal learning. It is a personal exercise that does not take up contact time and can be used at the start of your course.

**Type:** Student worksheet.

**Alternative type(s):** Workshop.

**Level:** Elementary.

**Duration:** Up to one hour during independent study or 50 minutes to one hour of contact time, if the workshop option is chosen.

**Equipment/materials:** None required.

**Learning outcome:** By the end of this activity students will have an increased understanding of the benefits, improvements and personal development that can be gained from learning, and be able to relate this understanding to their past, present and future learning on their course and in their personal and professional lives.

---

**The activity**

Ask your students to undertake the exercise contained in the Student Handout. This requests them to read a couple of paragraphs that describe the positive benefits of learning and then work through a series of exercises and questions that relate this to their own past, present and future learning. Although this activity tends to work best as an individual exercise during independent study, it is possible to run it in a workshop, if this suits your student cohort (if they are happy, willing and able to share personal experiences with group members, for example).

**Key issues**

Some students are quite surprised by the content of the two paragraphs, having never thought about their learning in this way. These students see themselves as empty vessels to be filled with information given by their tutors, which they can then use to gain qualifications and, hopefully, obtain a good job in the future. This activity helps them to think more deeply about learning and encourages them to see the relevance of their learning not just in instrumental and/or economic terms, but in whole-life terms. Those students who take time with this activity often report feeling more motivated, enthusiastic and interested in their studies because they have a deeper understanding of the relevance of learning. They report that it ‘brings learning to life’, which provides a useful title for this activity.
Cautionary note

When this activity was first run a list of questions was produced for students to work their way through. However, this was ineffective because many of the students were unable to move beyond the instrumental motivation described above. Once the two descriptive paragraphs were added the exercise worked much better, encouraging students to think more deeply about their learning.

You may find, however, that some students do not agree with the sentiments expressed in the paragraphs and find it difficult to answer the questions. Some have had negative learning experiences, where their self-worth has been damaged, family relationships have suffered or expectations have been raised but not met, for example. In these cases it is useful to discuss the issues with the student, perhaps on a one-to-one basis if time permits. In most cases, with further advice and guidance, they begin to see that learning may have potential, even if their personal experiences, so far, suggest otherwise.

Related activities

Activity 2: Becoming a reflective learner
Activity 3: Learning to learn
Activity 4: Developing metacognition
Activity 8: Becoming part of a learning community
Activity 58: Reflecting, thinking and making connections

Preparatory reading


Further reading

All three books listed below provide relevant reading for tutors and for students who wish to follow up some of the issues raised in this activity.


Activity 1
STUDENT HANDOUT

Please read the following two paragraphs:

Learning is concerned with the whole person and can include our physical, mental, emotional and psychological development. Learning helps us to think about our identity, who we are, what we do (or want to do) and helps us to find our place in the world. It helps us to think about our past, present and future lives and reflect on how this is interconnected with our past, present and future learning.

Learning helps us to think about, develop and express our attitudes, values and ideals. It helps us to overcome problems, succeed in times of crisis and manage long-term difficulties. It can provide support, encouragement, companionship and increase independence, self-esteem and confidence. New skills are learnt and developed, helping us to work, socialise, improve relationships, improve health and well-being, and develop hobbies. What we learn can be captivating, tantalising and fascinating. Learning involves passion, intrigue and excitement and takes place throughout our lives.

Once you have read these two paragraphs, complete the following exercise:

1. Provide some examples of how learning has helped you to develop. Try to include your ‘physical, mental, emotional and psychological’ development.
2. Give examples of how learning has helped you to overcome a problem, deal with a crisis and/or manage long-term difficulties.
3. How can learning provide ‘support, encouragement and companionship’?
4. How can learning increase ‘independence, self-esteem and confidence’?
5. Provide examples of instances where your personal learning has been ‘captivating, tantalising and fascinating’. Think about formal learning that has taken place in the classroom, and informal learning that has taken place in your life, perhaps over many years and in many different situations.
6. Provide examples of instances where your personal learning has involved ‘passion, intrigue and excitement’. Again, consider both formal and informal learning.

Complete this exercise as fully and honestly as possible. Thinking about your learning in this way will help you to get more from your studies, help you to stay motivated, remain enthusiastic and enjoy your learning. This exercise is for your personal benefit: it will not be assessed or seen by your tutor or peers, unless you wish to discuss the issues that have been raised with someone after you have completed the exercise.

Learning outcome: By the end of this activity you will have an increased understanding of the benefits, improvements and personal development that can be gained from learning, and be able to relate this understanding to your past, present and future learning on your course and in your personal and professional lives.